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Her Excellency the Right Honourable Julie Payette, 
The Governor General of Canada -
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~ ·m 
THE GOVERNOR GENERAL· LA GOUVERNEUR£ GENERALE 

Creating a better country is an immense responsibility, one that we 
all share. When we take a stand, show our compassion, speak up and take 
care of each other- when we do the right thing- we make Canada a better 
place to live. 

Over the course of 30 years, the Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial 
Arts) Federation has evolved to become a hub of collaboration. Its staff, 
volunteers and supporters recognize that we can do so much more when we 
work together. Because when we do, we can move mountains. 

Thank you for being a part of this federation, for creating a space 
where people can learn, be curious and be healthy in body and mind. Where 
people can dream big. We have so much to learn from your example. 
Congratulations on this impressive milestone. 

October 2017 

Julie Payette 

1 SUSSEX DRJVE · 1. PROMENADE SUSSEX 
OTTAWA· CANADA· KlA OAl · WWW.GG.CA 
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The Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, 
Prime Minister of Canada 
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CANADA 

PRIME MINISTER • PREMIER MINISTRI! 

30'h Anniversary of the Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu Federation 

It i ' with great pleasure tha I wel~ome ou to the 30'" Anniversary of the 

Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu Federation. 

'Ibis year marks a momentous occasion in our nation's history: the 150th 

anni,rc.rsary of anada's Confederation. Throughout 2017, Canadians will come 

together to celebrate our country's accomplishments and triumphs, as well as 
our shared alues of compassion, cliversicy, and inclusion. 

s we gather for today's 30"' anniversary celebration, let us reflect on the 

diversity that serves not to separate us, but to bring us closer together. Our 

Chinese-Canadian community has greatly contributed to our society, including in 

the arts, and I hope that this event continues to highlight their accomplishments 

as well as to build deeper relationships among martial artists and enthusiasts 

from around the world. 

Please accept my warmest welcome and best wishes for a memorable event! 

Ottawa 

2017 



The Honourable Kathleen Wynne, 
Premier of Ontario 
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Ontario 

Premier of Ontario - Premiere ministre de !'Ontario 

November 11, 2017 

A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM THE PREMIER 

On behalf of the Government of Ontario, I am pleased to extend warm 
greetings to the Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation 
(CCKSF) and its members on the occasion of the federation's 
30th anniversary. 

I commend the CCKSF for its commitment to promoting traditional 
Chinese martial arts through workshops, seminars, tournaments and 
exhibitions. For three decad~s, the federation has promoted the health 
and well-being of OntarianJ through a range of sports that require 
equal parts strength, balanc~, agility and timing. 

I also applaud the CCKSF fdr its charitable work that includes helping 
victims of earthquakes and !tsunamis, and supporting the vision care 
needs of people around the yvorld. CCKSF and its members exemplify a 
spirit of generosity that exter ds beyond our borders. 

Please accept my best wishes for many more years of success. 
I 

cl(~~ 
Kathleen Wynne 
Premier 
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Honourable Bob Saroya! 
Member of Parliament, Markham-Unionville 
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BOB SAROYA, M.P. 
Markhant-Unionville 

Greetings from the Member of Parliament for Ma.rkham-Unionville 

As the Member of Parliament for Markham-Unionville and (Associate) 
Shadow Minister for Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship, 1 wish the 
Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation, November 9th, 20 I 7. 

There are over 1.3 million Canadians of Chinese heritage. Cantonese and 
Mandarin are the most widely spoken languages after English and French 
across Canada. Chinese-Canadians have contributed immensely to Canadian 
society, and in every realm: arts aod culture, business, the sciences and 
academia, sports and politics. 

The Conservative party has long cherished its reLationship with the Chinese
Canadian community. It was a Conservative government who in 2006, on the 
65th anniversary of the repeal of the Chinese Immigration Act apologized for 
the head tax. In June of 1957, Douglas, Jung became the first Canadian 
Member ofParliament of Asian and Chinese origin, he was a Conservative. 

Once again, congratulations on your organization's 30th anniversary and I 
wish you all the best in your future endeavours. 

Warmest regards, 

Bob Saroya, M.P . 
Markham-U niouville 
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Message from the President 
2017 is the 150th anniversary of Canada, it is also the 30th anniversary of the Canadian 

Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation . On behalf of the CCKSF, I would like to welcome 
everyone to our banquet tonight. 

The mission of the CCKSF is to promote traditional Chinese Martial Arts in Canada and the 
culture of Martial Arts, facing the world and serving the community. CCKSF strives forward in 
assisting the athletes and students on creating strong relationships with their society. 

During the past 30 years, CCKSF held 27 times Annual Canadian National Kung Fu Champi
onship and are supported by many Martial Arts schools. The championship programmes finalize 
and authenticate the final results ofthe students in practicing of Martial Arts yearly. 

Besides organizing and particpating in the community events, for example the Children 
Kung Fu Expo and Chinese New Year Celebration etc., CCKSF connects, visits and accommo
dates guests and friends coming from different cities or countries over the world. In order to 
strengthen the culture of the Martial Arts, CCKSF unites different Martial Arts' organizations 
all the time. 

Last but not least, I would like to welcome Situs from China and Hong Kong; and 
guests from the other cities of Canada. Let me take this opportunity to express my warmest 
gratitude to sponsors, performers, volunteers on their dedication. Please sit back and enjoy 
the unforgettable evening . 

Nelson Cheng 
President 
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Message from the Chairman 

Thirty years ago, Situs Luk Kang Wing, Philip Mo, Howell lp, Law King Hung, 
William Chau, Fung Chi Ming, Eddie Wu, Choi Chung Sang, Fung Chi Ming etc. 
had an idea to form a Chinese martial arts federation. This idea was supported 
by other situs and more sifus joined. Eventually they established the Canadian 
Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation which was considered to be a grand 
event in Ontario's martial arts sector. The Federation was registered on 9th 
November 1987 in the Federal Government as a nationwide non-profit organization. 
Our goal is to promote traditional Chinese martial arts and its cultural spirit in 
Canada. 

During the past thirty years, we had faced various hardships. However we have 
a group of executive members who are loyal to the Federation and have been 
working hard and devotedly to carry on the goals of the Federation. 

It is our dream to spread the seeds of traditional Chinese Martial arts and its 
cultural spirit over Canada. We hope these seeds grow well and pass on to our 
future generations. 

William Kan 
Chairman 
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MARTIAL ARTS MORALITY 
Master William Kan 

"Records of the Grand Historian: Rangers' 

Chapter" states that: "The use of violence in the 

name of law also breaks the law." Meaning that 

in a society ruled by law, even if martia l arts is 

used in the name of justice against wrongdoers, 

one is still breaking the law as they are not an 

authorized enforcer of_the law. Hands of martial 

artists are lethal weapons, therefore more self

discipline is required: not only to onesel f , but 

towards students and disciples, so as to avoid 

the abuse of martial arts as a negative impact 

to society. This is the virtue that a martial artist 

should possess, known as the "Conduct of Martial 

Artists". 

China has been influenced by Confucianism for 

over two thousand years. Confucianism states 

that a person should have the virtues: benevo

lence, justice, courtesy, wisdom, integrity, and 

courage. If a martial artist possesses these virtues, 

he certainly would not use force indiscriminately 

and he will be a good master, or sifu (rr!i.X:). In 

Chinese, there are two ways to aaaress a master, 

both have the same pronunciation; our own 

master is our 'sifu' (8iP.X:) and other masters are 

addressed as (8iPf~) . The Chinese character 'Si' (rr!i) 

means 'teacher', and the Chinese character 'Fu' (.X:) 

means 'father'. A good sifu exceeds the task of 

teaching martial arts, and acts as a father to lead 

by example, cultivating the disciple's virtue . .Eif 

one defeats an opponent through martial arts 

alone, they may admit defeat while refusing to 

truly accept it. They may think to take revenge 

after years of training. In addition to skill in 

martial arts, one must also be virtuous in order 

to truly be a victor; there is a Chinese saying 

"benevolence is invincible". 

Justice, righteousness, loyalty. There are also 

Chinese proverbs describing this virtue like: "right

eous spirit as high as the sky", "no regrets for 

righteousness", and "strength in morals". During 

the Three Kingdoms period (AD 220-280), there 

was a ~amous general named Guan Yu who is 

renowned for this virtue. C~o Cao, the opposing 

leader, offered many temptations of fame and 

fortune to bribe Guan vtf but his heart remained 

loyal to his own leader Liu Bei. This is why he is re

spected by martial artists, and even honoured as 

the "Saint of Martial Artists". 

I once had lunch with a master and his students. 

Although the food had arrived, his students did 

not proceed to eat, because the master's wife had 

not arrived yet. All of his students ate only after 

she arrived, despite their diverse ethnic back

grounds. At that time I was thinking, "This master 

has taught his students well. We should teach not 

only the physical aspect of martial arts, but also 

Chinese culture's courtesy". On the contrary, some 

Chinese descendants, after coming to Western 

countries, mostly absorb the shortcomings of oth

ers without learnin_g their strengths, where even 

basic politeness is also forgotten. Martial artists al

ways prioritize seniority and generation. Another 

master once said, u Martial arts practitioners 

should treat their first master as their sifu. Even 

though there is a chance to learn from their 

grandmaster, the differentiation between gener

ations should be maintained". 

Wlien we_talk about wisdom, it is often linked 

to courage; a Chinese proverb is that "wisdom 

and courage coexist". If one only possesses 

courage without wisdom, this results in rash ac

tions. Such people will be emotionally influenced 

and reckless, ending with more failures than sue-



cesses. As the saying goes, "Guts first, strength 

second, and Kungfu third", a martial arts practi

tioner should firstly possess courage, then power 

and strength comes second, and lastly technique. 

No matter how skillful one practices their rou

tines, if power is missing, then all that is practiced 

is just fancy movements without substance, and 

cannot display the usage of one's own Kungfu 

style. Even with technique and power, if one lacks 

courage to face an opponent, they are no differ

ent from a normal person. 

During the Southern Song Dynasty (AD 1127-

1279), China defended against the invading Jin 

country. The Jin cavalry connected horses together 

with chains, called "linked horses" . Invincible in 

battle, its momentum was equal to modern tanks. 

However, Yue Fei created the hooked spear to 

break the horse leg so the whole unit collapses, 

taking advantage of the weakness. In the late 

Ming Dynasty (1500's) Japanese pirates often vio

lated Chinese coastal provinces, their swordsman

ship plus the sharpness of their blades were 

superior to Ming army's blades. General Qi 

Jiguang then improved the quality and design of 

their blades along with training the army with 

"Qi's family blade style", and finally defeated the 

pirates. These two generals undoubtedly showed 

wisdom in defeating the enemy and can be re

garded as "wise and brave". 

There is an old saying that "a promise is worth 

a thousand taels of gold", but in our utilitarian so

ciety, everything should be in black and white. 

Trustworthiness between people becomes rare. 

For profit, thoughts of lineage, respect for mas

ters, and martial morality are discarded. There are 

individuals who raise their own generational sen

iority, some who file a lawsuit with their own mas

ter, some who defame their own master, and lastly 

those who attract businesses for performances 

from other masters by charging low prices. How

ever, using such schemes to attract business is not 

beneficial to oneself or the other master. It affects 

the entire industry, and also damages friendship. 

This variety of negative behaviours causes sighs of 

shame in the martial arts society and a feeling 

that martial morality is diminishing. 

In my first Tai Chi class my sifu told me that we 

should be open minded. In order to unite Chinese 

martial arts society, we would have to accommo

date others and appreciate the advantages of 

other styles. To mention about open minded 

grandmasters, I admire Northern Shaolin's Grand

master Gu Ru Zhang and Buk Sing Choy Lee Fut's 

Grandmaster JaA San the most. It is because each 

master did not accommodate other styles during 

that period. However, these two grandmasters 

not only respected each other, they even ex

changed disciples. Being a martial arts practi

tioner, we should possess this kind of martial 

morality in order to promote and develop Chinese 

martial arts. 

This being the 30th Anniversary of CCKSF, 

would like to share my view on martial morality, 

hoping that all kung fu masters can also empha

size on moral teachings in their schools, so that 

values of these virtues can be passed on. 

N;~j}f 
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THE ORIGIN OF BAGUA ZHANG AND ITS CHARATERISTICS 

~~*~ 

A#~·-·*·W&~t~~~·k~~~~~-·~~~-A#~ili~~~~®~·~· 
~~.£ .f.5i-~ ' k-1id!fi!~± 0 

Bagua Zhang has a long history and flourished in northern China. It is regarded as one of the three 
main Internal Martial Arts practiced in China, the other two being Xing-1 Chuan and Tai Chi Chuan. 
Its origin can be dating back from the Ching Dynasty in the Kwong Wah Mountain in Guang Xi 
Province. The founder, by the name of Pi Cheng-Hsai, was a Taoist Monk . 

.f.5i-~~~~*~A·~~-a*~a·~~~~c~~~)&x•c•51t~~•~~T~~ili 
~·JJt.i&.~Jlflit~;k~fi].-~)o.f.5§t~~~{f~~~~~"-A•*'tlt.~#ili:t"kffl-fm+i! 
±*~1=- C~-ftl!ti-A.) .. J.t~~ C'll'~li1x) at~-m-~~-r~*J'I o 

Pi was from the Guangdong Province, County of Nan Hai. He lived to be 120 years old. Among his 
more prominent writings were the Martial Arts Collection Zhou Tian Arts and the Literary Collection 
(Pi's Poetry collection currently collect in Guangzhou Zhongshan University Library) . Pi passed his 
martial art knowledge onto his many students. Two young Taoists, Sung I-Van and Ying Man-Tin as 
well as a middle aged Tung Hai-Chuan were among the most outstanding in the group. 

~ ifY; 1111£. :1t. :~nlf i\ .. tr 1= *~ ;7t. "- o 1!1 ;,...q(!!.~ • ft rrr-~ -r ~~ ~ JaJ tt i-;a f.t o 

Tung brought Bagua Zhang to prominence in Beijing through his teachings. He taught according to his 
students' natural physical and mental abilities. Hence his students would each achieved various 
degrees of proficiency in Bagua Zhang but not necessarily in conformity with one whole system. 

ffl-fm+i!± · tt+~-1t1i-~~l!± · ~~ -r~if~ o *'- .. li~*~~~ilf.1Mr#~• C'll'-t 
#~~) •#~~~~*'ffl~~~~·;£~~~A#·o*'~"*~ 
~(l!~A)~~~{ff.~~--(E~) ·~~-1-f~&~A~~ 
*'~~*~~~~~T~~MA#~-~·~o 
The two young Taoist, as they grew older after a number of years, began 
to spread the art and each had his own disciples. Ying taught Han 
Kim-Yung in Guang Xi Province, who integrated Bagua Zhang with his 
knowledge of Xing-1 Chuan, and came up with what was known as Xing-1 
Bagua Zhang. Sung, on the other hand, taught Gao Yi Shing in 
Shangtung Province who in turns taught Ho Hor-Choy, a Cantonese. It 
was Ho who took Bagua Zhang to Hong Kong in the 1950s. 

A#~-ili~IA•A#:t-~:~"~'~'·"~'~'~'~A 
1m~faJk~ I i\.#~lt '~*'..(£~A.~:It~~~-bt f ~~i\.f: 'i\.~" 
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Bagua Zhang originated from the doctrines of 1-Ching. Bagua is seen as having 
eight reference points in direction described as Qian (Heaven}, Kan (Water), Gen 
(Mountain) , Zhen (Thunder), Xun (Wind), Li (Fire), Kun{Earth), Dui (Metal). The 
essence of Bagua lies within different parts of the body. there are 8 palms, 8 body 
frames, 8 steps, 8 feet, 8 elbows, 8 legs, and 8 joints. Training in Bagua Zhang is 
divided into 8 stages : 1. Form, 2. Attack, 3. Deflect, 4. Link, 5. Change, 6.Trap, 7. 
Sticky and 8. Separate. 

~-~&~ • llpf:i!.-*1$. · ~;t:At~f:* o £*-~Z-~r: 
Stage l"Form" starts with the palm forms, Pre-Heaven and Post-Heaven. The 
following are the basic descriptions :-

-·~-~~·-~-~~~-~·*·~ 
Yin & Yang Palms also known as Single/Double Palms Change or Inside/Outside Palm Change 

~'1·~=&~~~-~~-~-·~·k·*•~*·~--~0 
Five Dragons Palms : Black Dragon Swinging Tail • Blue Dragon Probing Claw • Yellow Dragon 

Turning Round • White Dragon Parting Water • Red Dragon Coiling Pillar o 

; '7t,~ ... ~:f 
Pre-heaven Eight Palms 

¥ - :f !X.# !'t: 7tMii: A' :J: 
1st Snake Smooth Body Palm 

¥.::.f'Ltif-Jt~6kf: 
2nd Tiger Turn Round Body Palm 

¥-=-fi:#ft~~~:f 
3rd Dragon Drill Body Palm 

¥tm:f.R--!I-Al~~kf' 
4th Phoenix Turnover Body Palm 

¥1i.:fl.t!-!i-Jl~#k:f 
5th Eagle Rotate Body Palm 

¥~f.Jf!l-~~~k:J:' 
6th Horse Probe Body Palm 

l-tf'Jl.!f-~7tHtk:f 
7th Harrier Back Body Palm 

1iV· ... :f .ft#~~~ k f' 
8th Lion Twist Body Palm 

~ '4&_~_,'\.!f-"'+~~ 
Post-heaven 64 Palms 

¥-~!'t:~=M···~·~·~·~···· 
Open • Hold • Pull • Probe • Split • Lift ' Cover ' Coil 

¥.::.~Jt~=+·•·~·M·.::.·Jt·~·· 
Cross • Hide ' Hack ' Slash ' Two • Tiger ' Topple • Ring 

¥-=-~A~=~···~···~·~·*·# 
Pierce • Move • Intercept ' Block ' Stop ' Turnover • Walk • Revolve 

¥tm~-~=~-~-·-~-~---~-~ 
Push • Support ' Carry • lead • Sticky • Adhere • Follow • Link 

¥1i.~~~=M·m-~---~-~-~-~ 
Elbow • Hit • Drop • Basin • Across • File • Fold • Twist 

-~~~~=···-~ ·-~······ Hasten • Side • Swing ' Hitch ' Slap ' Stomp • Sweep • Heel 

1-t~~~=~-~-~-~·M·~-~--
support • Jostle • Hook , Capture • Burst ' Bump • Strangle ' Climb 

IA~~~=#·tt-~-~-~-M-~-~ 
Shake ' Wildcat ' Tear • Carry ' Sway ' Dodge ' Slanting ' Flee 

~~;~&·~~~~i!-~~m·~#~h~~~fti!-o 
Stages 2 and 3 "attack" and "deflect" demonstrate the applications of the palm forms. Including 



kicking, striking, throwing and grappling. 

~~ffl&~-~~~A~~~-&~A#~~~~· o 
Stage 4 "combination" both in palm forms and applications in stages 2 and 3. 

~li.ffl-ti~ . Jb i\.ir~-t-:t . 1t~A*"~ff1 ~1t.& ~itdlm ff1 ~ 1t. 0 

Stage 5 "change" is the true essence of Bagua, the training is again divided into forms and 
applications. 

~*~Affl&OO· · ·-·k~Afi~ · OOkMfi+OO~OO~ o ·~···~4N+•N o -~ 
•+n- · ~ m44*~ o 

Stages 6, 7 and 8 "trap", "stick" and "separate" allow two practitioners to learn the techniques of 
confining or encircling the opponent, attaching to an opponent without letting go. The final 
separation stage is free sparring. 

~.::i--t-J+1i ;.§ ( ..if· :JL • # ) • ~tt-(11- • ± · :JL • ~r ) • li.-ft~ ( ;.Jl. • ai • .$. • ~ ' ~) ~It • 
*.c;. .1\::Ai*..i\.ir~ ~ m · ;. a/"'-+~ 3l~Pil *-k~Jt.*T · ~1t.~ ~ · tt.Jt. m ~~~iii 0 

Bagua practitioners must be equipped with the Three Basins ( horizontal, vertical and sloping); the 
Four Piles (Walk, Sit, Stand & lying down) ; and the Five Elements Jin (sink, implicit, bottom, internal 
and whole ) in order to establish the foundation of the main body. The Pre- and Post- Heaven Bagua 
Zhang can then be applied to the full extent. Together with the 384 paradigms as depicted in the 
1-Ching Hexagram, there can be no end to the number of va ~iations and combinations of applications 
possible. 

•Jt.#~ · ~· · ~-k~*~#···~~~·~ili~---~ [ Mk )• ttX~MMA#~ · 
~~~.::i-~~AkM~~+~m~••o &Jt.~S · ~~*..A* • ~*.*+~* ' ~*-~ft·· 
*.~ffl ·~*-~Ill · 1&.*-.~.t. · OO.t.Ofli.~ · ~*..~M1t.~l! · 1!*-.ibitffl~i!- • -1ij;- ~ 1}-;t~ • 
ft~ • ft ft · -1ij;-~7J-~t • 1k. • lir • l!J! · ft • or~~~· ~"' *"4 · ~?1'-~~.~st • JIIJ\Jt~1f1 ~L 
J!~·~~~··~ft~·~ o T ~ ~1t. · -~~~ ·~-t- ~~Jt.ffl · 4~ftffl~-o 
As for its main characteristic, Bagua Zhang centres on the movements of the body/core . With its 
twists and turns, ups and downs, undulating twirls, the body is believed to assimilate the form of a 
dragon. Hence Bagua Zhang is sometimes referred to as the "Dragon Bagua Zhang". Training takes 
on 12 different "animal forms", specific to the mentality and physical body type of the practitioner. 
The 8 Pre-Heaven Palms and the 64 Post-Heaven Palms constitute the basis of Bagua Zhang. 
Pre-Heaven Palms form the foundation, to which the Post-Heaven Palms are performed. Pre-Heaven 
is considered as circular, Post-Heaven is linear. Both are to be practiced together in concert. 
Pre-Heaven Palms set the path, Post-Heaven Palms follow. Each Palm movement has its own 
stationary posture, altered posture and changes. Each movement is divided into attack, deflect, 
combination and change. Training can be performed in singular form or in sequence, there are no 
set boundaries as to the varies combinations available once the practitioner can understand and 
master the art of Bagua Zhang. 



separate categories, form practice and 8 points (movements). The training follows the same 
fundamentals behind the Palm techniques. The weapons are viewed as mere extensions of the arms. 
Once the concept of Bagua Zhang is firmly grasped, learning weapons will become much easier. It 
has been said, "without knowing the 1-Ching, one would never know Bagua Zhang; not being able to 
execute is also not knowing Bagua Zhang. When words can be matched with action, when the 
knowledge of 1-Ching and Bagua Zhang can be manifested in actual physical applications, the 
practitioner can safely claim proficiency in the art." 

*A~~~-~~~Aaa:~~~-~~·~-~~~-~T-~~? 
Great grand master Sung 1-Yan once asked grand master Gao 1-Sheng , "After I have taught you the 
complete art and knowledge of Bagua Zhang, would you be able to pass it onto the next generation?" 

~~~a:*~~~ o *~•a=~~~~? 
To which Gao replied, "As you wish, master." Sung pressed further, "Would you swear on it?" 

~~--*~9a=~~~~·~·~~*a o 
Gao solemnly declared, "If I should negate on my word, may I suffer a horrible ending." 

~-~*g;p~t--tw*-1arar;tg;p-0- o {aJiif;f~-0--Pt~~-tw*-~~ r,A. o 

Great Grand Master Gao subsequently taught Grand Master Ho Hor-Choy, who took Baqua Zhang to 
Hong Kong and was mostly responsible for the wide spread popularity and success of today. 
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TRADITIONAL FIST FORMS IN CHINESE MARTIAL ARTS 
m Sfl .:;¥. .#i- 1'W ~.J.- * o~ 
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Chung Wah Kung Fu International System 

Attack and defence skills are the original form of martial Arts. 
They comprise the systematic use of tactics and attack skills in ac
tual combat. Fist forms are the result of expansion and evolution 
of these attack and defence skills; they put these attack skills to 
another use. Simple attack skills are only for combat; but fist 
forms are the basic tools for healthy-living, performance and ac
tual combat. Fist forms are combines-various attack and defence 
moves in a variety of combinations; they complement the com
bative function with artistic expression. Simple attack and de
fence skills focus only on fighting; whereas fist forms emphasize 
the combination of moves as a systematic set of skills. 

"Iraditional fist form" is a general term that encompasses dif
ferent fist forms from different martial Arts systems. It is affili
ated to traditional combat skills, but in its integration of combat. 
healthy-living and artistry, it is multi-faceted and functional. 

It is important to state that artistry might not have been an ini
tial goal for martial Arts masters who created the fist forms; and, 
yet, in reality, the performance of fist forms has drawn people's 
attention to its visual impact. Similarly, healthy-living might not 
have been a primary goal for martial Arts masters in their creation 
of fist forms, but the widespread influence of the concepts of 
healthy-living in every aspect of traditional Chinese civilisation 
has made healthy-living a part of traditional martial Arts fist 
forms. Hence, artistic expression and healthy-living have both 
mark their marks on many traditional martial Arts fist forms. 

The multi-faceted nature of traditional fist forms - combat. 
artistic expression and healthy-living-means that it is a func
tional art form. 

To maintain the combative nature of traditional fist forms is a 
basic principal for all martial Arts masters; however, it is clear to 
all that martial Arts fist forms are not simply basic attack and de
fence skills because it has undergone a transformation which al
lows it to develop in a multitude of directions. Yet, to traditional 
martial Arts masters, because of its historical ties to combat, fist 
forms that are non-wmbatrve cannot be regarded as martial Arts 
fist forms. 

In a classical Chinese martial arts text, it is stated, "The fist is 
powerful because its use can be easily varied. There are set rules 
for its use, be it sideways, at the start, when one is at a standstill 
or in motion, it can be used to attack or for defence. Such is its 
power. Despite the set rules for the use of the fist, in actual fight
ing, there are no fixed rules; its use is determined by appropri
ateness. There are no rules to change; the key is to flexibly apply 
the skill that is needed at the moment. When using the moves, 
there are "false" moves and solid, actual moves; what appears 
to be a "false" move may be an actual move and vice versa. A 
well-trained martial artist is able to employ whatever move he 
needs without his adversary being able to see his intention." 

From the extract, it is evident that the main intent in 
~ ~ ~ lq. combat training is to be flexible in the use of attack 
~ ~~ and defence moves in whatever situation one finds 

*t oneself. Granted, practice and application are often 
not the same, of at the heart of martial arts fist forms 

is still its combative nature. While traditional martial arts masters 
will admit that martial arts fist forms are not quite the same as 
combative skills, they will insist that fist forms are the basis for 
combative skills training. 

Even if we are unable to find any documented evidence from 
the ancient masters, we can tell from the traditional martial arts 
fist forms that have been passed down that they highly valued 
combative skills. This applies to fist forms that emphasize tough
ness and speed as well as to fist forms that are gentle and slow 
and those that stress lightness and agility. All of them give pri
ority to the combatiye nature of fist forms. 

An authentic martial arts fist form must be combative; this 
includes a record of effective attack and defensive skills and 
special training in attack and defence. Although most tradi
tional fist forms have always emphasized the combative as
pect of martial arts fist forms, the use of these fist forms in 
performances has forced the martial arts masters, whether 
with intent or not, to modify the fist forms to allow for artis
tic expression. In reality, traditional fist forms have already 
become an expression of the human fighting spirit, our intel
ligence in combative situations and our readiness and 
courage in facing down aggression while preserving the com
bative nature. To create the best possible artistic effect and 
to leave room for the spectator's imagination, when creating 
fist forms, traditional martial arts masters often do not in
clude all the possible combative scenarios, they may highlight 
some moves and give less emphasis to others. Most of the 
time, in creating traditional fist forms, the master may give 
extra weight to what he perceives as most important, the 
most distinctive moves and may just give passing reference 
to the other possibilities. Through imagining how a combat
ive situation may likely turn out, traditional martial arts fist 
forms are clearer at delineating the characteristics of tradi
tional combative skills than actual combat situations. Tradi
tional martial arts masters, when creating fist forms, will 
never make up "self-selected" fist forms in the way the many 
so-called martial arts coaches do. The masters think long and 
hard and their work is the distillation of many generations 
of practice and improvement. 

In addition, it is imp~rtant to point out that traditional martial 
arts fist forms have another aspect to them - healthy living. In 
present times, people are particularly interested in how fist forms 
can contribute to their health. Of course, as a form of exercise, 
fist forms are beneficial to the body; however, what we wish to 
emphasize here is the fact that many traditional martial arts fist 
forms are, in actual fact, the route to better health and, in this 
respect, go way beyond simple physical exercise. 

There is no denying that the ancient healthy-living culture did 
not have the same influence on all schools and systems. However, 
modern masters' comprehension of traditional martial arts fist 
forms tends to be tied to the ancient culture of healthy-living. 
For this reason, healthy-living, which originally might have no re
lation to martial arts fist forms, has developed into an important 
aspect of traditional martial arts fist forms. Healthy-living is now 
integral to any practice of traditional martial arts fist forms. 



Healthy-living has a long history in Chinese civilisation. With 
the emphasis put on healthy-living by the mainstreams in Chi
nese culture - Daoism, Confucianism and Buddhism - it has had 
a tremendous influence on all areas of Chinese culture. With 
healthy-living being the main component of traditional Chinese 
culture, it was natural that many traditional martial arts fist 
forms creators and practitioners would pay extra attention to 
healthy-living. 

It is still unclear when healthy-living and martial arts merged, 
but it is incontestable that they are. A lot of healthy-living con
cepts have been introduced into the practice of traditional martial 
arts fist forms, or, we can say that !!)aQy_ healthy-living concepts 
have become the theore1:ical.basi~ 9f IJlaQ} tr<),ditional martial arts 
fist forms. As a reS!:lff. fist forms vyjlich f9cused_gn~9n~coinb,at 
skills have transitionea to tedmiques tot1ealthy-living~ 

~ - -- - -
) 

Based on what has been said above, traditional martial arts 
fist forms are not "decorative moves" which the uninitiated 
imagine them to be. It is not a form of non-combative "gym
nastics," and certainly not something that is only artistic and not 
functional. As an integral part of traditional Chinese martial arts, 
fist forms are the basic training and are highly valued. They can 
improve the learner's flexibility, alertness, balance, breathing, 
force and speed, all of which are essential basic skills in martial 
arts. Fist forms can also sharpen the coordination of the learner's 
hand, eye, movement of the body and pacing, so that the fist 
style is forceful in attack and tight in defence. Traditional fist 
forms often simulate actual combat situations so as to train the 
learner to be brave. It trains the learner's use of the fist, legs, 
throws arid grabs so t_hat they can use the right combinations and 
a~~ with"ch<!nges}n gctl;!al situations. For this reason, fist forms 

. .are tl:le main route that leads to combat. It is an essential com
~ -pqner;t-of trairt!onaLchiJ1ese martial arts; it continually nourishes 

martial arts ahd;contributes to its survival and development. 
,..; .;, ,] .. ;:; ,.. Guided by thei~goals, the various schools and sy'§tems of tra
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arts and allow martial arts training to ass\tmea~regulated for
mat. Traditional martial arts fist forms have"l-loi abandoned com
bat, in fact, with the development of fist forms, the combative 
skills of martial arts are able to develop in a systematic manner. 
It has played a vital part in the defence of our home and country, 
and in getting rid of the undesirable elements in society and 
bringing peace to the people. 

Traditional martial arts places a lot of importance on fist 
form training. Through fist form training, when the body 
and the mind are both relaxed, the clumsy force and the bru
tal force in the body will gradually be transformed into true 
interior force which is at once pliable and hard. This is not a 
day's work; it takes a lot of diligence before it can be 
achieved. As for the practice and performance of fist forms, 
they are not a simple stringing together of fist styles and 
moves, they are not only training for the body, what is more 
important, the training forms character and a strong will. It 
also replenishes the essential energy in the body, so that in
ternal benefits a_re also achieved. In performing a fist form, 
the martial artist's physical strength and inner spirit are per
fectly displayed. Only with this kind of external and internal 
training can the subtle inner strength of traditional Chinese 
martial arts be fostered. 

Traditional martial arts fist forms are a functional art that 
comprises combat, healthy-living and artistic expression. This 
distinguishes it from dance, gymnastics and other forms of 
movement art. Without healthy-living and combat functions, 
the so-called functional arts have no value. This 
is the reason why it is imperative that we protect 
the combative and healthy-living aspects of tra
ditional martial arts fist forms. 
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THE PUNCH OF LIUHEBAFA (SIX HARMONIES AND EIGHT METHODS) 

~~:71<~ 

~~{&1~.=..5.L7](, %~~~Ji..4ikJ.J 0 

Punching like three rivers current, the Posture looks like Five Mountains. 

~~~kili§~~A*~~~~:~*~~1 ~·%~~~A*~~~~~o 
These two verses are came from Liuhebafa (LHBF) classic poem: The Four Obstacles of learning 
Martial Arts. They describe the power and posture of LHBF punching. 

~~A*·~-~-~~*~~-~~~-D~··~·~k·-~-~~A*.=..•+~~o 
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LHBF, its hard to image this name is related to martial arts. Its original name is Hua Vue (Mount Hua) 
Xin Vi (Mind & Intention) Liu He Ba Fa (Six Harmonies and Eight Methods) San Pan (Three Divisions) 
Shi Er Si (Twelve Postures). It was originated from Great Grand Master, a Taoist Hermit, Chen Tuan 
also known as Hsi Vi during the early period of the Northern Song Dynasty (lOth century) in Hua Shan 
(Mount Hua), it sometime also known as water boxing, the name was taken from the Chapter 78 of 
Tao Te Ching- Lao Tzu: Under heaven nothing is more soft and yielding than water. Yet for attacking 
the solid and strong, nothing is better; It has no equal. The weak can overcome the strong; The supple 
can overcome the stiff. Under heaven everyone knows this, yet no one puts it into practice. It is the 
pre-heaven martial arts theory, belongs to Internal styles. 

ffl8~*·--~A~~~k=·~·~·+•*~AhoR·~~~A4±~fflo~~~· 
~A-8~-·~~~~h~4+•~--o~*~·k~fflAB~-·~~-~·~~a1 
•~~--~~•·4~atA±m•&·oc~~*•~ht·~-•m+•m~*h~~• 
~ Fft 0'-}jrj o 

The general impression of Internal martial arts is: slow motion, soft and weak. Only good for the 
elderly health exercise. In fact, as a martial arts, the power of the internal arts is not from the 
movement hands and feet. It is based on human structure, combined with tendons, joints and the 
movement of the five internal organs. The process of internal movement can generate great speed, 
solid and penetrating power. They are different to the movement of using arms and feet muscle 
power. 

fflQ~h4~%·k~~---~~~~-·ti*~A(~·M) ·~~*f•SW•MR• 
h~~+~·T~~~···~~-····~~~W·4~St~~#~#M·~-·~~ 
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The so-called internal strength or power, is coming from the movement of body structure from 
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internal to external. Power generate from in the lower vertebra (in Chinese, it is known as Ming Men 
or The Gate of Life) pass through the spine, scapula, elbow wrist, the force deliver up to the finger tips, 
together with the rotation of lower body parts: hip, knee and foot. Each joints afld tendons have their 
regular expansion and contraction, spiraling, resulting in a solid and powerful force. The body is used 
to extradite the direction of the force movement. 

~~A*~M·~ki·~~~Moi··~ki~·~~·+~~~~o~~*~A~~A 

~~·~~k&'M'•'~'·'~'-'*'• 0 

The power of LHBF is the power of Five Centres and Nine Joints. Five Centres also known as Five 
hearts: The Head, two palms and two soles. Nine joints are the main joints of human body: Shoulder, 
Elbow, Wrist, Hip, Knee, Foot, Neck, Middle vertebra and lower vertebra (Ming Men). 

~~~~#~~~}DTM~~A*·~~A~4·M-T~~A*~••c••)k~&h 
ill*-~! it;\:.' A1l"J.f.~ol!_~~A*~•krJ.;J.f+hA1i.+-ft-M' ttl~J;(-X.{J;(d#J '~*--1-¥ 
k~•*•~Y*:t«~~M&*h~o 
In order to let other martial arts friends learn more about LHBF, I briefly explain how to execute LHBF 
(straight) punch. First of all, we must know LHBF punching power is generate from the pulling action 
of the back arm. The arm looks straight but also bent. The practitioner must rounding the back and 
arms. Relaxing the shoulder joints to allow delivering of power from the spine. 

"ft1t:tJ.lfu:ttk+if-fo)f-i'-~J&J.lfu;jk~ I a1r]'f~-tft~ffi-;6~·;fi-~ I i!Jt. I tm~:* ( f!p;j.f 
~tml&h··~~J&h·~001,2) ·~+••~f.f·76+••~·~·ill·~~~-~*l 
I·~w~m~-M-~-=--c~ · i7~•pq~ · 1i.Jt.lli• · i7•-1:tA1.11H~~f.f<f·G•htB~ · 76".lf.fttr · 
~~ ~ ~~4·•~•·Mh~~w•*•i7if~mc~oo3,4) o 
Rounding the back and arms is to form a circle structure of the upper body. Let us look at the right 
punch with left foot forward. First of all, assuming a four/six stance (that is, applying40% weight on 
the front foot and 60% weight on the back, as shown in picture 1, 2). Left fist forward and right fist 
rest on the side. When executing the right punching, push the Ming Men backward, then extend the 
spine. Shift the body weight from 4/6 to 7/3. Rotating in the right hip joint and knee. Straightening 
the right leg. Punch the right arm from the centreline in front of the chest. Right arm strike forward. 
Empty the chest and tighten up the abdominal. Power will natural deliver from the right arm through 
the back and spine (Figure 3, 4). · 

4~&<f·76·~-;\:.~#1•if-t-.=..~~~it-~·M•<f•~Tif·pq~-~~-~~~ 
T1t~m :t$111#!. I I.t~ w~.:t~ rlt'l~•• o Ji -:i:!~• e.~n• -r~1c · MT~, •{!:h2!'JA1.11'1 
·•.t-T/t.·h-tl.itm-•~ 0 

During the process, the right shoulder joint spread out, then close in. Arm must rotate three times. 
Upper arm rotate out, right elbow roll in to the centre, lower arm rotate ln and then spin out the 
wrist. Grasp the fist starting from small finger. On the other side, the left shoulder also slightly , r' 

spread out and close in, elbow drop, left arm pull back to the side, apply pressure under the wrist, this .. 
know as strength rest underneath the wrist. 

~ft_r_-t-~-t-1-, .,, c•) 11~, A.f--1i.f.f1t , ~;tr _r_~i; , ~~'ltfoJr~ , • wf4.r~t, I -t
-•~a~~·f.f•~_r_•t~•~_r_•-r••~·i7+a•foJf.f#*~~•·~fttih~~« 
A1t~ill~·~&~1-T~~A*~I·~~ho·~~~··#¥4~~$So 
Overall, one must relax the chest, Ming Mun push backward, stretching the spine, lift up the head1 tail 
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bone insert downward, ten toes buckle, front knee tilt up, nape of the ne·ck straighten and lower the 
jaw, right arm tendon stretch forward and then relax. The whole body force will naturally deliver 
from the back and spine. The process contains the power offive centres and nine joints of LHBF. The 
actual execution is not easy to describe in words. 

ill 
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SUCCESS IN WUSHU TRAINING 
Hung ling Seng Zi Ran Men- Wan Lai Sheng lineage 

(Article translated by Olivia Tam) 

Over the years, many students have asked me, "What 
are the crucial factors for success in wushu training?" 
From my past experience, about one out of ten students 
who start learning wushu can persist through training to 
the end and attain real proficiency of make wushu their 
career. These numbers tell us that being successful in 
wushu training is no easy task; there must be some deci
sive factors . My teacher, the renowned Chinese wushu 
boxer and educator, the late Master Wan Lai Sheng said, 
"The three essential determinants of success in wushu 
training are: inherent traits, circumstances, and teachers." 

Inherent Traits 

"Inherent traits refer to your intrinsic preferences. 
Whatever you are inclined to like, is what you will most 
likely do for your future ." Master Wan said. 

If a person loves and enjoys what he does, and is able 
to make a living out of it, his mind and his heart will de
velop an endless, burning energy and a unique spirit. No 
matter how infinitely difficult, bitter, or strenuous a task 
might be, day in and day out, he will not feel weary or 
embittered. When he faces difficulties, obstacles and fail
ure, he will not be disappointed nor will he give up or be 
discouraged. When his goal is finally reached, he is joyful 
because he can see that achievement as part of his life
time successes. Hence, we hear people say that if a person 
can't do what he loves and what he's interested in doing, 
he's wasting his life. 

As life goes on, we often end up making career choices 
that deviated from our likings and interests due to 
changes in our age, knowledge, belief, society, and envi
ronment. In the extreme, we might even lack a goal to 
strive for. With the passing of years, the acquisition of 
knowledge, and changes in our society and surroundings, 
our thinking, hobbies, and interests will change accord
ingly. This may result in new personal choices. Examples 
of these changes are far too common in the world of mar
tial arts. 

During childhood, Master Wan often imitated horse
back riding with a broom, imitating our ancient ancestors 
dueling on horseback. During his youth, he witnessed a 
failure in agriculture with people suffering from the re
sultant famine, so he chose to study forestry at the Beijing 
University of Agriculture. Meanwhile, the Chinese Educa
tion Department was promoting and encouraging wushu 
training . A prominent wushu teacher, Zhao Xin Zhou, was 
invited to teach at the college. In a time when China's po
litical position in the world was weak, Master Wan felt 

deep in his heart that Chinese wushu was a 
sharp tool for strengthening the people and the 
country. Following in the footsteps and guid
ance passed down by his teacher, Zhao, Master 

Wan diligently trained in wushu with the idea in mind 
that he was serving his country, of which he had always 
[been] so proud. 

After graduation, he stayed at the university to lecture 
in forestry, and whenever he could, he traveled widely 
searching for distinguished teachers, namely, Du Xin Wu, 
Yang Wei Zhi, and Liu Shen Xian, etc. This went on for ten 
years until his wushu skills reached a new height of en
lightenment. He now felt ready to use his knowledge to 
spread, promote and uphold wushu as the gem of China. 
This had always been his personal aim. In 1928, Master 
Wan published his first Chinese wushu book, Wushu Hui 
Zong (A Compregensive Guide to Wushu), a very descrip
tive and full introduction to Chinese wushu . This book be
came available in the world market, and for eighty years 
the book has been received with tremendous enthusiasm 
by wushu advocates around the world and reprinted nu
merous times. It became one of the most sought-after 
books, which contribute towards the dissemination of Chi
nese wushu culture. Shan Xi Sheng Ke Ji Chu Ban She (The 
Chinese Shan Xi Science and Technology Publishing Co.) 
will be distributing the latest edition of Wushu Hui Zong 
worldwide, once again in August of this year [2005]. 

In 1928, Master Wan led the He Bei Provincial Wushu 
Team south to Nan Jing to participate in the First Chinese 
Kuoshu (wushu) National Competition, an all-Chinese 
wushu open championship. Master Wan received 1st place 
and thrilled the audience with an exceptional perform
ance that had the power of a tiger's roar. He achieved in
stant fame, and was immediately invited south to Guang 
Zhou to take up the position as the Inaugural Head of the 
Two South Provinces' Kuoshu Gymnasium. Subsequently, 
he became a world renowned wushu master. 

During the turmoil of the Chinese Cultural Revolution 
in the early 1950s until 1966, Master Wan was taken to 
jail without reason three times. He was investigated and 
eventually judged innocent with his record cleared. Dur
ing the long bitter days of his prison life, he never lost his 
passion for and belief in wushu. Daily, he practiced his 
techniques diligently while in jail. He knew he had not 
committed any crime and that someday he would be re
leased. Master Wan always held to the belief that "musk 
makes natural fragrance," a Chinese saying that means 
that if you are good and capable, others will eventually 
recognize it. He also reminded himself "to prepare always 
for the instant moment", and that "no need to use your 
skills for a thousand days is better than finding yourself 
unprepared for a day." Not surprisingly, in 1956, the Chi
nese central government released Master Wan from 
prison immediately upon a request by the wushu commu
nity so that he could attend the National Wushu Perform
ance Contest in Beijing as a member of the adjudicating 
panel. In the event, Master Wan executed an outstanding 
performance, as expected, to the loud applause of the 



stunned audience. Remarkable critiques followed, all 
pointing to the excitement and vigor revived by the reap
pearance of this wushu guru who was regarded as a na
tional treasure. 

In the Sixties, Chinese was struck by several calamities 
and other human misfortunes. The country was crippled 
by starvation. Master Wan chose Chinese medicine as his 
occupation. He was only paid a minimum income, yet had 
the burden of a family of seven to feed. Everyday, he 
could only obtain enough congee (a kind of rice porridge) 
for two meals. For someone training seriously, this 
amount of food was inadequate even as a snack. The Two 
Poems on Drought Heat, written by the poet Bai Ju Yi of 
the Tang Dynasty, says, "The strong one is fragile when 
hunger strikes, as the fire of hunger burns in his gut." 
However, Master Wan resisted hunger despite his suffer
ing. He worked patiently during the day, and although 
suffering the agony of starvation throughout the night, 
he would still insist on wushu writing during odd hours. 
The wife of Master Wan, Simu Chen Jing Fang, worried 
about his health and often reminded him to take good 
care of himself. However, he said in a letter written to her, 
"I must keep up the hard work for no other reason but to 
pass down and deliver the greatness of the Chinese wushu 
tradition, so that our cultural heritage may be honored 
and continued from generation to generation." Master 
Wan's inner strength and indomitable spirit in pursuing 
his ideal touched all those in the wushu world. Master 
Wan wrote a large number of books, in his lifetime. His 
last published books include Wan Lai Sheng Ji Gik Jao Fen 
(Wan Lai Sheng's Instructional Manual for Sparring}, and 
Zhong Kuo Shang Ke (Chinese Injury Medicine & Cures). 
In May 2005, Master Wan's son, Wan Shi Zhen, arranged 
for the long awaited publication of a photo album of 
Master Wan by the Fujian Lu Chao Yi Shu Chu Ban She 
(The Fujian Lu Chao Art Publishing Co.), to display the life 
story of this legendary master. 

As far as I myself am concerned, I was small as a child, 
which repeatedly made me a target for bullying by my 
schoolmates. At that time, I read many comics about an
cient Chinese warriors and generals who defended and 
fought for their country. Heroes such as Yue Fei, Guan Yu, 
and Chang Shan Zhao Zi Long, etc. became inspirations to 
me, and I developed an intense desire to strengthen my 
body. Observing this, my late father took the time to 
teach me the fundamental techniques of the Southern 
fists. In 1964, not long after I started middle school, all ed
ucational institutions were closing down because of the 
Cultural Revolution. Instead of going to school, I went to 
sell sugar cane on the street in order to help earn income 
for my family. Then, one unfortunate day, several youths 
mugged me and stole my precious sugar cane. Challenged 
and provoked by disappointment in my own minimal self
defense ability, I began to train regularly and more con
scientiously early every morning in a nearby park with my 
school's wushu teacher, Lin Hong Ji. I focused on learning 
Northern Shao Lin fist and Taijiquan. In 1969, as part of 
the reeducation program, young students were dis
patched to labor camps in the rural mountainous area to 
receive peasant training. The physical work required in 
the camp surely increased my physical strength and hard-

ened my will as the summer and winter seasons went by. 
I was always exhausted, but whenever I got a chance to 
return to my city home during leave, I would still insist on 
wushu training early every morning. 

In 1972, I was sent back to the city's chemical factory as 
a manual worker. I alternated between day and night 
shifts every two days. The schedule was chaotic. In the 
summer, I worked at night and finished at darn, when I 
would be drowsy and sluggish, so I would usually go home 
to rest and get ready to exercise in the afternoon. For day 
shifts, I would practice for two hours in the park before 
going to work. At 5 p.m., after work, I stayed in the plant 
to practice for another two hours before going home at 
dusk. I used the little money I earned to purchase food, 
books, newspapers, and daily accessories, and to serve and 
take care of my teachers, nothing else. Besides going to 
work, sleeping, reading, and learning Chinese medicine, I 
had no other entertainment except enjoying wushu work
outs. During the three years of university after 1974, I 
made it a routine to train twice daily, morning and 
evening, rain or shine. 

In 1980 before he retired to Shanghai, one of my wushu 
teachers, the 80 year old, famous boxer Jin Xiang Bao, 
told me, "Keep up your training, someday you will be able 
to make it your living." At that time, I was a government 
official working in an office with a stable income. I had 
no financial worries. Wushu training was only my favorite 
hobby and healthy exercise. I never thought I would need 
it to generate income, so I only took Master Jin's words as 
a passing comment. Who would believe that, twenty years 
later, in this area of North America, my life long interest 
and expertise in wushu would enable me to win my bread 
and butter and would eventually pave my way to establish 
a new profession in wushu and build a new livelihood? 

During my many years of teaching wushu, I have deeply 
understood the importance of inherent traits or talent in 
influencing success. I've seen parents who wished for their 
children to study the traditional culture of the Chinese 
people and develop strong physical health. Twice weekly, 
they took their children to wushu schools despite a busy 
schedule, the harsh icy winter, and the torturing heat of 
summer. Still, some children are simply not interested. 
They think it's your who want them to practice; they really 
don't want to practice. When you demonstrate a form to 
them, you can do it your way and they could not really 
care less about your actions. These students execute little 
power and use little memory. When mistakes and correc
tions are pointed out, they hear but don't correct their 
flaws. Other students will make the corrections but then 
return to the same old mistakes as soon as the next lesson 
begins. As teachers, we can't do their homework but can 
only double our efforts, patience and time to guide them. 

However, there are other students who, despite their young 
age, love wushu. They appreciate their parents' efforts in tak
ing them to the schools, and they practice with precise skill, 
power, and technique, combining performance 
with excellence. A teacher's joy at these students' 
prowess is beyond words. The more he teaches 
these children, the more energized he gets. 



Circumstances 

Successful training also largely depends on the students' 
circumstances. Advantageous circumstances make training 
possible and add a vigorous spirit to it. When the opposite 
occurs, obstacles emerge. Circumstances include, for ex
ample: whether society in general encourages or op
presses martial arts education; whether there are training 
peers to practice with; whether training areas are avail
able; pressures of work, family circumstances, and burden; 
time for training; financial ability to pay for instructions, 
uniforms, weapons and accessories, etc. Hence, our Chi
nese ancestors remarked, "The poor study literature, the 
rich learn martial arts." 

In the history of social evolution, we have seen heroes 
make history and at other times, history has made heroes. 
Social changes play a vital role in influencing human de
velopment. In the feudal societies of ancient times, coun
try folk were oppressed and forbidden to have lights, to 
practice wushu, or to possess knives and spears. People 
could only secretly practice wushu in the dark, using agri
cultural and domestic tools instead of real weapons. Skills 
could only be taught quietly through family clans, which, 
to a certain extent, limited the development of wushu. 

In today's free society, wushu is regarded as self-defense 
and as a physical discipline. It has provided numerous cre
ative challenges to people and has spread widely in all 
possible directions. It is like "young bamboo shoots grow
ing strong after spring rain, spurting out countless layers." 

Circumstances are passive; men are active. A person, 
who has an inherent talent in wushu and a strong will, 
may not only be able to adapt to his environment, but he 
may also profit from available conditions for his own pur
poses. The freezing cold winter of Canada and the roast
ing hot summers of Florida surely do not make outdoor 
physical training easy, but as a wushu saying reveals, "Do 
you winter training in March and September (when the 
weather suddenly changes}, and your summer training in 
June (when it is hottest and most unbearable)." The say
ing tells us that we must persevere and train even in the 
worst weather. Continuous training in harsh and cruel en
vironments will bring about improved stamina, power, 
and the self-adjustment ability that naturally follow. 

Master Wan said, "Wushu practitioners must past three 
'gates'. The first 'gate' is romance: If you have a girlfriend, 
you would probably spend too many evenings courting 
and might end up late for training the next morning. The 
second 'gate' is marriage: You wed, have children, help 
out with housework, and take care of your child . This 
gives you no time to train. The third 'gate' is illness: After 
you recover from an illness, you will be physically weak 
and lose your will to practice. Thus, you lose your skills." 
If a person does not have the necessary passion and love 
for wushu, he can hardly pass these three tests and persist 
to the very end. 

Master Wan also said, "Some students make 
the excuse that they are busy. No matter how 
hectic your life may be, you do have time to eat 

and sleep. If you can make use of the time before meals 
to exercise a little, sleep less by half an hour and train 
more before bedtime by half an hour, you are not asking 
too much of yourself. Wushu practitioners don't take hoi-. 
idays." I have a habit of doing leg presses while watching 
TV. I have also tried to do leg splits against the wall while 
I lie in bed, facing up, two legs split wide open and 
pushed against the wall, staying that way while I sleep. 
Just as some people say, "Time is like a sponge; see if you 
wish to squeeze it. If you do, you can always squeeze out 
a few drops." 

Master Jin Xian Bao also said, "If you are too busy to 
practice all the forms, then divide what you learn into fist 
forms and weapon forms. Train fists every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday; train weapons every Tuesday, 
Thursday, and Saturday. Then you won't forget. If you still 
don't have time, you could make use of what time you 
have when you are on the bus or in bed to close your eyes 
and review everything you have learned, like a movie in 
your memory. Repeatedly reviewing and practicing what 
you have learned will help memorization. 

Under the influence and guidance of my two teachers 
during these thirty years, I have learned to tackle all sorts 
of problems with my body and soul, whether it's in the 
"rain or storm, heat or cold". I've never given up and now 
I am glad that I can master a little skill. 

In my deepest thought of Master Wan's three crucial 
factors for success (i.e. inherent traits, teachers, and cir
cumstances}, I fully realize that they do not apply only to 
wushu. They also hold true in the context of other crafts 
and professions- they are universal wisdom. 

Teachers 

As some Chinese sayings convey: "Expertise is acquired 
through the wisdom of a teacher"; "A strict master cre
ates superior students"; "A distinguished master creates 
superior students"; "A master guides you through the 
door, but the success beyond depends upon your own ef
forts." Although there are examples of self-taught suc
cess, to have the guidance of a teacher is undoubtedly the 
most effective and normal path to real accomplishment. 
It saves a student the time used in walking through mazes. 
Master Wan said, "Possessing natural ability is indeed crit
ical, however, without the guidance of a highly skilled 
teacher, a few decades' practice would not take a student 
to a level above and beyond." He also said that typically, 
students came searching for a good teacher, but an emi
nent teacher seeks out good students too. He would not 
disseminate his knowledge to students who were not 
"awakened" to learning. He sought out those who were 
talented, had good virtues and could continue passing on 
his knowledge; those destined to learn from him. 
Supreme Master Xu seeking out Grandmaster Du Xin Wu 
is a true example of a master looking for a prominent dis
ciple to take up his "livelihood." 

Apart from the fact that he was talented, Master Wan 
was successful in acquiring top skills because he had the 
opportunity of learning from several dignified and virtu-



ous teachers. Since Master Wan had always "respected his 
teachers and upheld the principles of his art", the elite 
values of the Chinese scholars and martial artists, he was 
rewarded by his teachers' will ingness to pass down their 
wisdom. There is no question his integrity was greatly in
fluenced by his teachers. When Master Wan's first wushu 
teacher, Zhao Xin Zhou, was training in his youth, his 
teacher, a supreme master was sent to prison for certain 
reasons. The supreme master's health was deteriorating 
while he was in prison. At that time in history, the legal 
system would allow for prisoner substitutes. The supreme 
master's son was not physically fit to serve the prison term 
for his father, so Grandmaster Zhao took the initiative and 
served in place of the supreme master. Grandmaster Zhao 
was in prison for several years, but his brave deed saved 
his teacher's life. Grandmaster Zhao's courage deeply 
touched the supreme master who decided to show his 
gratitude by passing down to him all the secret wisdom 
that the supreme master knew. When finally, Grandmas
ter Zhao was released from jail, the supreme master was 
about to die from a serious illness. Grandmaster Zhao 
went to see him, and it was then that the grandmaster in
herited from the supreme master all the secret wisdom 
that made him a wushu legend for generations. 

When Master Wan was training under Grandmaster Du 
Xin Wu, he knew the grandmaster loved panca.kes made 
by a bakery located on the west side of Beijing. Before 
every training session, Master Wan would run from his 
own house on the east to the west to buy pancakes for 
the grandmaster, and then hurry back to the grandmas
ter's house for training . One day, during a pouring rain, 
Master Wan arrived at the grandmaster's house soaking 
wet, but with the pancakes, still hot and fresh and ready 
for the grandmaster's enjoyment, underneath his arm. 
Grandmaster Du was overwhelmed by his student's 
thoughtfulness and sincerity. He tapped Master Wan's 
shoulder, praising him repeatedly, "Good lad! Good lad!" 

In 1976, I was training with Master Jin Xiang Bao. Some
times Master Jin would come to Fu Zhou from Shanghai 
without Simu (his wife). Every morning at six o'clock, I 
would go to Master Jin's residence to clean his portable 
toilet. Master Jin had a persistent injury in his knees and 
ankle from previous wrestling training with other peer 
students. He had been wounded twice and the pain never 
really went away. He could only walk with a stagger. Un
like western toilets, the lavatories that were used by Mas
ter Jin and his coworkers living in the same workplace 
residence were designed to be used in a " squatting " style. 
They inconvenienced the master who could neither squat 
down nor get back up afterwards. A foot high, portable 
toilet bowl was therefore given to him. After that, his toi
let routine, being the first thing he must complete early 
every morning, became my important obligation prior to 
daily training. I emptied it and cleaned it with care. My 
second task was then to massage his knee joints for half 
an hour. Master Jin suffered from rheumatoid arthritis be
cause of a kneecap injury. When he woke up in the morn
ing, his knees would be stiff with pain and he could not 
move or walk. I would ease him with massage therapy 
until he felt painless and was limber enough to start 
teaching me. Sometimes in the evenings, we would chat 

together about fists and forms. While I listened, I would 
try to give him comfort by massaging his knees once 
again. 

Ancient Chinese wisdom says, "A teacher of a day is like 
a father of a lifetime." In the eyes of Master Wan, in
tegrity goes beyond a student's obligation to respect his 
teachers. It is equally important for a teacher to show re
spect for his students. When he wanted me to do errands, 
he always paid me, not just sufficient money, but always 
more. He was also generous in giving money to students 
with financial troubles. Once he insisted that I accept his 
help. When I tried to decline, he said, "Students give gifts 
of money to their teachers, why can we teachers not do 
the same?" To show my appreciation of his kindness, I 
liked to save the money for a few days, then buy him 
some of his favorite snacks. Master Wan's words and ac
tions were exemplary. When I became a wushu teacher, 
his spirit lived in my heart. I took pride in following in his 
footsteps and trained seriously, setting an example to my 
students. Particular attention was paid to both moral and 
technical disciplines. I treated my students as if they were 
my own children, so that they could learn in a relaxed and 
joyful environment. 

Digitization of an article published in the magazine: 
Classical Fighting Arts (2005) 
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As a child, in the 1960s, while I was in elementary school, 
I started to become interested in to Chinese martial arts. 
Having investigated further what it was about, I decided to enroll in my first 
school of Kung Fu (J/]:1( Gongfu). Since then, I have been practicing, 
teaching, and learning for more than forty-five years. It has both brought 
me enjoyment and enriched my life. 
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When I started, Kung Fu had just begun to spread in the rest of the world, 
as the opening of this and other cultural manifestations of the great 
Chinese nation was taken slowly and with reserve. I remember how 
inscriptions in the gyms and studios of different styles of martial arts grew. 
It was something remarkable, however the philosophy of Western living, 
within their education and culture, developed and showed more interest in 
the fighting and competitive sense. 
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In my experience, more than just the stunning scenes of American and 
Chinese Kung Fu fighting movies, and the supremacy which was felt by the 
practitioners at the gyms, was the principles, philosophy, culture, and the 
way of life of those who followed that line of thinking. At this point, I 
realized that the true meaning of Chinese martial arts was going much 

Jf~~ beyond of a fight system. That is, more than Kung Fu as an excellent 
: ~ ~ fighting method, I felt that it was about the greater China, her land, history, 
~ philosophy of life and this great legacy of Kuo Shu (Gu6shu l?!l1iltJ). 
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Like all youths, at the beginning, I was only 
eager to learn how to defend myself from those 
who were physically stronger than me 
through social media and r~?piny: I ~ 
feel a deep attractiOJJ lQr 'Ghin~s~ ir\t~roaJ~ 
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marked my life since then until today. The1r teaching of Taijf.·Quan (:::kfj~). 
Bagua Zhang (!\!~~) and Xfng Yl Quan (J0,EI,~) helped me to discover 
and develop the Chi (Qi or inner energy). Also, important styles like PTgua 
zhang (~m~). Bajfquan (/\fj~). and weapons like double-edged straight 
sword Qian :&V), single-edged sword or Chinese sabre (dao ]] ), spear, 
(qiang t!) , rod (gun tEE), staff (bang), among others. It took me 10 years, 



practicing four to six hours daily to be chosen into the group of the first 
seven indoor disciples. 
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During the discipleship ceremony (»§ffi Baishi) 
in 1977 at the altar (t$:1:1 Sun toi), the disciples 
make three bowings to the ancestor's tablet (~ 
{ll: Paiwei) and one to the Shifus. This shows 
the importance of teaching, preserveing and 
keeping the forms of the styles exactly the same 
as their original. From this time onward, I 
started to receive special training which was 
held at late night in the school. This was the 
practice of the Bajiquan ( J\ fj $) and other 
special forms. This style concentrated total 
energy in each movement, which makes its execution remarkable. 
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In 1982, I travelled to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan and United States to 
participate in several Kung Fu exhibitions. During the trip to Taiwan, I had 
the honor of visiting the Wu Tan (Wu Tan) Development Center (litf~lit1iltr 
ff£1Jf$ ~ L'), and met with one of my Shibo master Adam H_su (Xumfngqian 
1~~~) and Shigong (91Ji0) the Grand Master Liu Yun Qiao (~IJ~t~). 
"The late Grand Master" was a legena in his own time. He was part of the 
history of China as he was the instructor of ChiangKai-shek's (~ :P lE) (the 
leader of the Republic of China) bodyguards, and the founder of Wu Tan 
Chinese Martial Arts Development Center. His teaching and remarkable 
training styles, as Bajfquan (J\{nj$), are being taught throughout the world. 



I also met another Xfng Yl Quan ( f0,'G,~ ) shifu Sang Dan QT (*ft~). I 
treasured the experience of meeting all these great masters during this trip. 

t:f:l~MV!tr~£:0~~*~ -- il[t~*~ -- il[* , $~1!1t~fofm*~~s"J~~ , *~i&JJN 
~~M~,~~lli~~*il[W*fiorr$~,~~~«+~~*wwwm~ 
M~W~~~~-,AW~~~ffif~~~-~~*·~~~~~~ 0 

Chinese martial arts are based on the wisdom of 1 ... ,~ 
I Ching (YljTn ~*~) Book of Changes, DaodejTng 
(il[t~*~ or Taoist Book), daojia (il[* Taoists), 
Chinese Buddhism ( $ ~ 19t~) and Confucius 
(Kong FOzl fL ~ -T ), among others. Despite 
difficult and poor translations, they enhance our 
way of seeing and being. In China, through its 
dynasties, there is evidence of ancient treaties 
of military martial and tactical fight from 
thousands of years ago. Perhaps, the best 
known is "The art of war" - Sun Tzu (Sun Zi ~ 
~) . 

- ------- --
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Wushu ( ~V!tr literally means martial arts) and its philosophy of life, teaches 
us to avoid fighting during confrontations, incapacitate before damage and 
break before kill. Understanding this philosophy leads us to appreciate life 
and understand the balance of our own. This is an inner learning process 
and not a search for external solutions for our well-being. 

~V!trEI"J*fi~-f~tzDfijj~~1tiJ , ~5EfD~ftifflt$ ' 1:f ffi1111~1~AB"J~~JD~ 
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~, ~~ , ~m:, 1~1:E~£l[~£t~ o 1£P'J{ .\tf! , ~~91:lz:?2,iffft, :tJ.m, ~:tJ 
fo~70 ° nc!ltH~~~g~ , $~~V!tr:::t¥R91:lr lli ~r'JtXV!tr , ~~m tJ~tu~ 
1tiJ~tT r'J o 
The essence of internal martial arts can achieve control of being, stability 
and mental balance, which contribute to both peace and health. Chinese 
martial arts go far beyond its excellent physical self-defence. It cultivates 
values (Wu de ~t~ ). learn and express humility, virtue, respect, morality 



-

and trust. Internally, it also develops patience, strength, perseverance and 
will. According to this philosophy, the Chinese martial arts establish not 
only fighting skills, but also control to stop or neutralize the fight itself. 

pq*~s"J~JII ti~Jt1*~1r{:f:~-rl , §:1'c~~JII rimt~~ , *~1±~1h*fi!E#:fr~ 
8"JpqtJ o ~~wrMM#:fr~*~ 8 ~D!f3Z1~~iiS~D 'IW$fL:Z. F~, s"J~1~r , ~ I ~#: fr~~ 
~~D~~Wo~~--~*m~~,~~*Wffi~~~-~*~M~o 
The development of these internal arts functions 
as a pyramid. Beginning with the discipline in 
the physical base, which training moves 
stabilize our energy internally. This eventually 
helps to understand and achieve the balance 
between the mind and emotions, taking us to a 
peaceful state. This has a very important effect 
on health, where the majority of ailments come 
from the emotions. 

pq * ~~ ~JII ri!ilttt r: ~ * ~ 1:. m~o* ~ :n rt ~ ==F IPJ z~~~~?2, it o ~~1* tt-r 
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To the contrary of the way of living and learning in other countries, this 
discipline requires patience. The growth of the bamboo seed, at first takes 
up to seven years without any apparent development, then, it suddenly 
grows many meters in the weeks after. As in the traditional Kung Fu, this 
bamboo reaches uncommon strength and durability. In traditional Kung Fu, 
the main objective is not to reach the Dan!Twan (~9:) recognition, as in the 
Western culture. The aim is to reach supreme knowledge, physical state 
and self-control, where the level of hierarchy is given by the practitioners 
themselves, through the mastery of techniques and the time deaicated in 
the arts. 

-
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As a disciple, the lifetime commitment is to teach others, and thus 
contribute to keep alive the flame of Kung Fu. This helps to preserve 
Chinese culture and martial arts from generation to generation. In the 
same way, in my country of origin, the Wu Tan Association of Venezuela 
(~P'Jfffiilli~:tjfhPJt) and the Venezuelan Wu Shu Association (~P'Jfffiilli~ 
1;JtrfhPWt) are working in the same direction, their colleagues and martial 
brothers have helped significantly in spreading this cultural work. 
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Yl JIN JING (-£ M *&) 
(Transforming Tendons Classic) 

Yi Jin Jing is a classical form of Chinese martial arts withal
most legendary status. What is Yi Jin Jing? It is a question 
not very many can adequately answer, and not very many can 
claim to have a true understanding of it. 

Although in much that has been written about Chinese tra
ditional training methods, Yi Jin Jing is often compared to 
Wu Qin Xi (.li;l"!iE- Five Animal Internal Energy Frolics) and 
Baduanjin (J\$i.t - Eight Pieces of Brocade), and the-three '" 
are regarded as the three main systems of classical Chinese 
internal and external qigong, however, Yi Jin Jing_ differs ~. 
from Wu Qin Xi and Baduanjin in that it was originally not 
the name of a qigong system; rather, it was the name of a 
text on body training through martial arts. The text is often 
attributed to Bodhidharma (l!i~iti¥HHlili}, but the attribu
tion is obviously ap~:>eryphal. The fact that the postscript was 
written by the Daoist priest Zining (~#lilA) in 1624 during 
the Ming Dynasty clearly indicates that it was written in the 
Ming Dynasty. 

For a long time, only one volume from Yi Jin Jing was 
known to the world. At some later point, Zhang wrote a sup
plementary volume which was appended to the original text. 
The text as it was first written covers a wide range of topics, 
including Overview, Membranes, Internal Strengthening, 
Massaging Techniques, Taking Energy from the Sun and 
Moon, Medicines (also known as Prescriptions for Internal 
Strengthening), Soaking, First Month Training, Second Month 
Training, Third Month Training, Fourth Month Training, Bal
ancing the Force, Depth of Internal Force, Internal and Exter
nal Training of the Rib Cage, Tools for Training, Fifth, Sixth, 
Seventh, Eighth Month Training, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh and 
Twelfth Month Training, Harmony with Yin and Yang, Sex Or
gans Training, Abstentions during Training, Prescriptions and 
Use of Medicines for Sex Organs, Internal Superpower Train
ing, Hardening the Hand, External Power Baduanjin, Dynamic 
Force of Tendons and Ligaments, Moving Method, Internal 
Force and Focus Training, Illustrations of the Twelve Posture 
Exercise and their Descriptions, Flexible Shoulders and Wrists, 
Training of the Limbs, and Training of the Fingers. . These 
topics are not discrete theories; rather, they are the parts of 
an integrated whole. Generally speaking, they cover the 
basic theories, the basic principles and methods of internal 
training, and the basic principles and methods of external 
training. 

The word "jing" (~) in Yi Jin Jing is not used to refer to 
" method;" rather, like Wang Di Nei Jing (j{*IJ\]~) or Shen
nong Ben Cao Jing (:flll~*1i!~) , it refers to "a special text 
that records an incident or a skill." In other words, Yi Jin Jing 
is a special text that records "the transformation of tendons." 
As for " transforming tendons," it is said, "change is the doc
trine of yin and yang." About "jin"- tendons - the book has 
this to day, "Tendons are the network of tendons and liga
ments in the body. They are outside the skeleton, inside the 
muscles, even the four limbs and the hundred bones are all 

parts of the system of tendons and ligaments. They 
hold together the body, they are the channels 
through which the blood and the pulse flow, and 
they are the external complement to the spirit. For 
our shoulders to carry loads, our hands to grasp or 

our feet to walk; indeed, for any part of our body to move, 
we rely on the proper functioning of the tendons. Such 
being the case, we cannot afford to allow the tendons to be
come flaccid, restricted, weak, and fragile." Yi Jin- trans
forming the tendons- is the way by which "through twisting 
and turning" we "ease the constriction of the tendons in 
those who suffer from cramps; bring strength to those whose 
tendons have become weak; bring extension and flexibility 
to-those whose tendons have become shortened; and hard
ness to those who~e tendons have become soft and weak so 
that bodies formerly spgngy and soft can become hard as 
.iron and sfone." For this reason, Yi Jin Jing is a special text 

· on strengthening the body. YiJin Jing incorporates the char
acteristics found in.=differenf texts written or compiled 
through the ages .on internal and external qigong- it em
phasizes the close connection between strengthening the 
body and the study of martial arts, and of theory and prac
tice. On this point, it is unique among all the literature on 
healthy living and physical ed~cation in-China. 

Specifically~ Vi Jin Jing is different from other texts in the 
followi!lg ways: 

1. The creation of a systematic set of theories- Generally 
speaking, in ancient Chinese texts on healthy living, there is 
seldom equal emphasis given to theory and practice. Yi Jin 
Jing, however, opens with theory, which is followed by care
ful analysis and ends witn suggestions for practical applica
tion. Where it deals with methodology, Yi Jin Jing relies not 
on experience, but on the application_of the theories. 

2. Yi Jin Jing puts forward the theory of the interconnect
edness of training the tendons, the membranes and fostering 
the qi. Before its emergence, most studies of healthy living 
tend to focus entirely on the study of form, as in Wu Qin Xi, 
or entirely on the fostering of qi, as is done in the various 
kinds of internal energy training (or nei dan IJ\]ft). Yi Jin Jing, 
however, advocates "before the tendons and ligaments can 
be strengthened, the membranes must first be strengthened; 
the strengthening of the membranes must centre on the fos
tering of qi." The tendons and ligaments referred to here 
are _llOt just the fibrous tissue connecting bones or cartilages 
at a~joint; they also comprise the soft tissues, the flesh and 
the muscles of the body. Neither does the term "membrane" 
refer only to the thin, pliable layer of tissue covering surfaces; 
it also includes the nerves as well as the blood vessels. In the 
section on Membranes in Yi Jin Jing, it is states, "Tendons and 
membranes are outside the bones. The tendons hold to
gether the skeleton; the membranes are found next to the 
skeleton. The membranes are softer than the tendons; the 
membranes are stronger than the flesh. The membranes are 
inside the flesh, but outside the bones. They cover the bones 
and adhere to the flesh ." The same section in the book also 
states, "The human body is composed of the internal organs, 
the limbs and the bones. At the very centre, there are the 
spirit, qi and energy; shielding these are the tendons, bones 
and flesh. All of these together make up the body." Of these 
compohents ofthe body, "the spirit, qi and energy are incor
poreal, whereas the tendons, bones are flesh are corporeal. 
It follows, therefore, that strengthening the corporeal parts 
will lead to strengthening of the incorporeal. The two are 



complimentary and do not contradict each other. This is the 
way to a totally healthy body. This explains why to 
strengthen the tendons, we must also strengthen the mem
branes, and to strengthen the membranes, we must also fos
ter the qi." "It is, comparatively speaking, easier to 
strengthen the tendons than the membranes; while it is dif
ficult to strengthen the membranes, the hardest work is in 

jin CfJtliM"). Qianbacuan (=ft~Jit), Waizhuangshenyong (9HI:f: 
:fi!lOO), and Baduanjin (JUJ!:~). They are methods for extend
ing the benefits of the internal training to the external. The 
goal is to achieve strength. The training comprises eight dif
ferent moves- lifting, raising, pushing, pulling, dragging, 
holding down, grasping and squatting. 

fostering the qi." It proposes to start with the hardest; when Yi Jin Jing Twelve Posture Exercise· Wu Shang Xian (~fc] 
one has gained his footing in the most difficult area, he can jt; ), the well-known Qing Dynasty medical doctor, in his 
then make strides towards the easier part. Hence, transform- "Essay on Theories" ( :f! lilf1l ~ 3t) wrote "raising, lifting, 
ing the tendons must first start with internal training. pulling, dragging, holding down, grasping, squatting, push-

... . . .. ing as mentioned in Yi Jin Jing can be used as reference;" ~ut 
3. It states the fundamentals for ~nt:.r~al ~ra_1n1~g. -:- I!" did not mention anything about the Twelve Posture Exerc1se. 

the chapter on "Internal Strengthenrng 1n :~ ~.~.J~~g~ jt§c. ,-it 11\Las-only.JQJ:b_e_Zhang edition of the text that the Twelve 
established, "the key to internal strengltJ.&llrl£J;lS f1rJllness, ,_..,;, PostuEe-Exercise~nGiuded. 
the key to external strengthening isXO"urage. When--'one is:~~-: .. ,)',C ~- ~ 
both firm and courageous, one is)t'"'iy strong:" "Based on J:~ -= strationS"-;,f~jfwelveP~Sture Exercise states, "This ex-
tenet, "there are three guideli~s to~loternal Strengthening: "f'f'ili came fro-:tne·auddblstk' This is a clear indica-
The first is to follow the b[e~t~irfg anp·moveme,f!;Cexercise~ _ hatthe,exertl was ;;iit'f~~te'&~y Bodhidharma, but 
The intention is to collect fh.~qit\energy) frofn th~ eyes, ears.~ it- is"undeniable -th" __ · Jin ':lmg 1:\/{)elv~Posture Exercise is a 
nose, tongue and body apd keep.}t in a ~esignat~d spot in. !raining exercis~th,cit:h~~ the.charact~:.fs:t~cs'()f Buddhist mar-
the body. The way to ac~ieve t~is i~ through ma~s~ge t~c~- tia'l~i:ts training-. BLJ\,~[nce" A-Gl!id~g"'!;:l~alth ~tandards" ( 
niques which are explained jater Ln.th~ te~." ;"'[h~~~co~d _ ~~~ starte.d:J;eferrJng );_q€.'-rweJveJ;;,@stl.ir;.e -Ej~rcise as Yi 
guideline is focus. The floyv of eo~ergj: f!i ap"d·bfopdr1!J th~ ~.: JJn :Jiifg,Xhas"b'eco. ~ ~o,;,mpnp~~dife to !h,ii1k tjlat Yi Jin 
body is directed by the hum'n will~ Wl]~re the_ IJI!i~llea_a~. ~h~e ·Jihg i~''bhly "about:"' [s:ise~ ra~tfer ltffl~ the·s)lSferl:! <>~in-
flow follows. When practicil)g'th~ .bre'!thing a-nd p-!6'£-,ement. · teroa'tand exteroa r:Jg"that ff(Leline_ated)!t th~aCitttal 
exercise, it is important to allow 'the will to foii()IN th~ P~1T. text __ =i; !!""- ~~ _ ~ ~:;:-" "~~~ 
which is used for massaging. This is"called he shi"{~~).,pr . - ~ ~~ ""•" ~.'! _j-'_.:_~ 
combination." "The third guid~line js .circulat!<;>i\ CJC~!-. . cs~f~se;;b{th~a entioned:c;!Jie~io~l;ndiiffer-
When one is focused on the massage,i~ colleCt:iqn qf ~ne@y~ enceS:eetvye_en Tw~ - _ . t;J'[e" ExerciS~~~ 'tiJi~ Jing, the 
naturally follows." "Where the e'n~l-~yj~ -~~~~ted._stf€p'2~h ~"" ~~ ~pj-~p~iat~'liiim~f~_r ~e"::eJ<~rC:rsef.~~!_i_r:~i.[l~ :w~lve 
is collected. When there is adeq~;~atE:~ehergy"·acCf[mulate9"'"' Posf!J~xe_r~~..Jtlg.~eirnrng_~naract~r;,l$t1S: of Y1 Jrn Jrng 
the strength will percolate." These~91J!d~!jnes~~=nder!i~e_tfte~ Tyve!'[.~i»~s~~~~~r;_~ls!;.is_ t~~t i~~cp~mb1n~s strengt~. force 
importance of the collection of qi (eh~£g_¥).~ Jh~_Jsimi~~I ~Q _..- ~an~Jii'!!..l:~II~ • ..rTf~vtfrJ!:nJ a_n?:~~~~~±e_~s~Sh the ~rnd and 
what the health experts advocate;:- Jl!ff~yte_r~ng,=traJ~'l§;- po~e-~rklr:'g '!~.2.n!l¥';;!¥!;t!!f!tP'iliY a~rq~r;n-?~erc1se fo~th~ ~ ,.,-•. 
and distillation of that most basic elem'Eftit ()~]'luman li[e(+C:f!, attaio.ofen'\of a~h~~l!hfr.r]~'1Cfstra~!;!,.bgdy; 1: 1s a~s? ~~: fou!': -~;- - ::.. 
including not only the original qi (5f~):an~1:lodily vigpur(Jl datioryor mal-!ial ar:t9f?J..-n~ng: C~~ss:c~L9~gq,~:~c~s~s:;hn." -~ 
Jfil.), but also the natural greatness of:a~~i!LJh«: ~~gn~ni'!l!ty~ =::~~nt-lih~:~~~£~i(),!J_~fr]_~~~lf!ents.~~ =:0 ~~~f~~~~(j:fs ~:~re~ ~ 
(:tt??,t • ~) th t M c· (:iffi:T-) considers to.-b_e every man~s-:_as~ ~ ln9"YJ E';.r~-~y~rymq\!e ,!5 ~~~s~-~ • . . ;, . ~~ ... :Z. . ~ en Ius ,-.b -~ -. Y" :r ·T""' ~ ""-veiitiorLbr-treatmen~of:tllrr~sses are_ achieved. The rntent 
pi ration rn life. The_ chapter on Me"2~.'"fne~ ~~ ~ ~~- Jl~ '<'-""6{¥i Jffi Ji-n§':iwelve =Po~tll~~-Exercise'; tho'ugh, is on building 
states,_ "the p_urp_ose 1s to f~ster the o~~~~na~g~~~it), collect_ ~ healthy and"st(qng l:ltll~{lue ~and not on the treatment ~f 
the middle ql (ql of the middle energl_~~!_ ~,), ~ec;,ure ~hj illnesses_ lts"m"ovements- are energetic and powerful and ItS 
healthy qi <iE~>. so as to imp~ove the 1r~er ~ _:WJl) Y!';!ng-~-- goal" is .;the;fl~s=~r?t.ftlation ~nd cfostering of qi and b~dil~ 
qi (Jlili~) , and the spleen _q1 (~~~) A<>-~le~'!te the p~r~ -"'s:tr.eogtf\.,so_fbat_tne 'bones -~r~=har:_d_and membran~s f1rn;; 
qi, reduce the power of the Impure ql and sal:lt'ofhhe harm-- ~~hereby, 4'firmness leads to:cQ,ur,ageand courage gives_ rrse 
ful, unhealthy qi. = .. 7~ "t:o}frmness:" The-emphasis, during training is "to ach1eve 

. ~- ~. "";;;- ~,;..:;-~~b.oth energy and power; and both energy and power are con-
4· Yi Jin Jing relates a_n~ analyzes the d1fferen! ~!n.~s ?f 1~::-;:~ai: centrated and firm." In addition, movement must be accom

ternal and external trarnrng methods. !~e two maJor cafe::_"*' panied by stillness, and in the process of training, both the 
gories of_ intern_al and _exter~al_ tra1_nrng met~od_s ar~ mind and strength are brought to focus. When p_racticing 
discussed rn detail. The f1rst prrnc1ple 1s_ P!<>gresslon. _start the stationary exercises, one is required to count Silently to 
from internal and progress to ex~ernal trarnrng, from mild to mark the amount of time spent on each move. It is the pres-
rigorous, from easy to demandrng, from sep~ra_te t? com- ence of these characteristics that makes it a unique system. 
bined, advancing in due order. The second prrnc1ple 1s; rub-
bing is used as the core technique, but it is c_o~bined with 
slapping and supported with the use of med1crnes and me
dicinal soaks. To put it simply, Yi Jin Jing proposes the use of 
self-massage and massage applied by othe:s. T~e use of ~o~h 
rubbing and slapping is something that IS un1que to Y1 J1n 
Jing The third principle is the combination of movement and 
stationary ~xercises, but with movement as th~ core. Al
though Yi Jih Jing gives some significance to stationary exer
cises, for example, Collecting the Energy from the Sun and 
the Moon, out the mainstay of Yi Jin Jing is movement, of 
which the most outstanding is Twelve Posture Exercise ( + 
=~) . Other examples of external training include Baduan-

1 
\ 

In conclusion, the Yi Jin Jing System of Training is a system 
of training that combines a range of internal and external 
training methods. It is not limited to just ~he Twelve Posture 
Exercise. It is also important to note that smce 1ts emergence 
in the Ming Dynasty, like Wu Qin Xi (1i~lft- Five Animal In
ternal Energy Frolics) and Baduanjin (AfJ!:~- Eight Pieces of 
Brocade), it has developed and spread very 
quickly so that there are now many variations of 
Yi Jin Jing training. To cite an example, these days 
more than twenty different versions of the Twelve 
Posture Exercise are extant. 
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Jow lung ffl.lft had an uncle named Jow Hung Hei ffl.l 
ti~, a top fighter in Sun Wui County. He taught Jow 
lung and his brothers Jow Hip, Jow Biu, Jow Hoy and 
Jow Tin "Nam Siu Lam Hung Gar". Jow Hung Hei rec
ognized Jow Lung as his best student due to his hard 
work. Due to the return of a chronic illness, Jow Hung 
Hei would teach him the remaining techniques and 
the Pa Kua staff fighting techniques. Only a month 
later Jow Hung Hei died. The death of his uncle did 
not stop Jow Lung from continuing his studies learn-

ing Kung Fu. He travelled to Siu Hing County to be

come the student of Choy Gau Gung ~11.0 who 
taught the Choy Gar~* Kung Fu style. constantly 
exploring the strong points of each style with his 
brothers (Hung Ga's steady power & penetrating 
strikes and Choy Ga' s fast changes & fluid footwork), 
they came up with the name "Hung Tao Choy Mei 
(Hung's Head & Choy' s Tail)". Due to family hard
ships, Jow Lung (age 19) left home (first to Singapore 
then to Malaysia) to find work. While there, he was in
volved in a fight that fatally wounded a gangster, on 
the verge of collapse from exhaustion and starvation 
he sought refuge at a Monastery. Abbot Chian Yi 
Hong Yi being most sympathetic to his plight allowed 
him to stay. After several months of keen observation, 
the Abbot had no doubt as to Jow Lung's character 

and began teaching him Northern Shaolin 
Kung Fu that he learned in Honan Province. The 
Abbot encouraged Jow Lung to combine all 3 of the 
Kung Fu systems he had mastered into a single style. 
He stayed in the monastery for over three years be
fore achieving this goal. After returning home Jow 
Lung instructed his brothers on the new style. In 1915 
General Lee Fook Lam of Canton needed a chief 
trainer for his army. He issued an open invitation for 
anyone interested to compete in an elimination tour
nament. Out of 100 applicants only Jow Lung had de
feated all his opponents and was then appointed to 
the position. Jow Lung sent for his brothers to assist 
with the training of the soldiers. In 4 years they 
taug.ht and steadily refined the teaching methods 

and material into a new system which they decided to 
call it "Jow Ga style". Due to the system's effect.ive
ness and the fame of their fighting abilities, the 
brothers were honored with the title "Five Tigers of 
Jow Ga" 

Derek Cheung 
Jow Ga lineage from Master Pak Tin 

and Master Leung Lun Ping 
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Dixon Fung & William Cho 
Winford Windows Inc. 
80 Esna Park Drive, Unit 12, 
Markham, Ontario. l3R 2R6 
(905) 940-8933 
www.winfordwindows.com 
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Dr. Philip Mo 

:t~~~XJr.t.Jmtt~~~ 
Mo's Society of Tai Chi 

E-mail: phil ip.mo@hotmail.com 
Website : www.mo-taichi.com 
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Fu Hui Education Foundation 
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German Acosta, Htt~, M!i~'*'' m!~t1t *1~~, ~01¥ 

$1¥Jit1*f~IJJG, National Fut Gar Kung Fu, Me~~~ E8 
Bamboo Kung Fu, ~!~~~, *~~, ~~~~ 

IHm*, ¥¥m~, ~~if:., Wutan Martial Arts 
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'The fowxlcr of Christian Wushu Fellowship, G<and Master .Nelson 
Chat;~.~""' the mil of President Xi of China. Re stoned the. .. Wing 
Chun Spoo;ts ASsOciation of Ontario..to-teaduhe • Xling Ghun.Seed"-~ 
our next'geoerotion. KWJg Pu fOT discipline, the six renetsofWlnq 01Un: 
form, heart, disci (?line. diet. lifescyle, and ~ation in Wing Ottm K~ 
Fu. We wa.nc 10 train the your!+ ro oe bt'ave. strong. and ro " w k c!iJigc:ln.ly. 
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~71<~ Andrew Cheng ~ 
:tm:$*~~ /\.#3:$~~ ~A. fill~ 
Liuhebafa Association of Canada 
email : lhbf5599 @gmail . com 

~·~·CA Federation of Chinese Canadians in Markham 
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J.J0$7\. ~ ~ ~fijtj~~l@~30~$~~~! 
Canadian Chinese Kuo Shu (Martial Arts) Federation 

r::_ J)f1tl ~i.'BiPJJD~IIUt Federation of Chinese Canadians in Markham 
r 11" . and its divisions 

~i.'BiPJJD~>tit<P.C.' Markham Chinese Cultural Centre ofFCCM 
~i.'BiP~illi* Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Markham 

11UmiPJJD~'!I~~ Chinese Seniors Association 
lll~ iP JJD~II 'Iii* Chinese Canadian Sports and Recreation Club in Markham 

S2iltl>tft!l11Uil Taste of Asia Festival 
±!11; ~it!i!Hl: JU>F.iJ/iiJj!l Dr. Ken Ng, Chairman and The Board of Directors 
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